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with this new version of the dxo filmpack, the dxo filmpack brings back the classic analog effects for your digital images, and digital tools to render them
in the best way possible. and all this with the best algorithms to match the film emulations. with the dxo filmpack 4.5.1.59, youll get more than just a
filmpack: youll also get to explore the history of photography and discover the magic of some old analog films. we are excited about this new version of
dxo filmpack 4.5.1.59 and we have a special offer. if you want to upgrade from version 4.58 to 4.59, you will receive the latest dxo filmpack version for
free. this offer is valid for the next 3 days, so if you want to upgrade, now is the time. with the new filmpack6, users can import from the popular e-c
software programs- adobe photoshop, lightroom, affinity photo and aperture- and import their photos in raw or tiff format. they can quickly adjust the
image’s white balance, exposure and can apply several other corrections using the new filmpack6. they can edit the brightness, contrast, shadows and
highlights with a range of filters and effects or they can use the filmpack6's special crop tool to precisely adjust the borders and corners of the photo. dxo
filmpack 5 was a great program that offered some cool features, but it was missing some important ones and it also lacked a lot of features from previous
versions. with its new version, dxo has fixed most of those problems and its also added a lot of new features. the biggest feature in this version of
filmpack is the ability to edit raw files in the program. filmpack6 also allows users to work with raw files from more programs than before. the program
can now open raw files from photoshop, lightroom, affinity photo and aperture (you can still import images from other programs using dxo's photopacker
in the program, but you can't edit raw files directly in photopacker). the program lets you browse the photos and adjust all the settings. dxo filmpack 6
also has a new toolbox and file manager, plus it has made a bunch of other changes that are described in the program's release notes.
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here, the shift to filmpack 4.5.1.59 is quite evident. it is a lot more stable, with a much lighter feel, and the interface is a lot easier to use. it is also a lot
faster, for example, when you want to change the film emulation and it immediately redraws the film or is done in a fraction of a second. the "film
simulation modes" are just an another highlight of this new version, offering some extra control over how the filmpack emulates your films. let's take a
look at them. the "portrait" cinema rendering will give you a hint of the time it takes to render the photograph. notice that dxo filmpack's new setting
"film simulation mode rgb" is able to emulate not just fuji velvia, but also kodak ektachrome pro infrared eir color slide film. the "classic" cinema
rendering will help you see how the contrast zone would look on a regular scene. the final version of filmpack 6 will be able to render any type of
emulsion and any type of photographic black & white film. the filmpack6 update adds a wealth of new film emulation presets, including accurate film
emulsions such as kodak ektachrome professional infrared eir, and fujichrome velvia 50. plus, you can now create new looks in photoshop by simulating
the effects of ilford xp2, ilford xp3, and ilford hp5 emulsions. you can also use the filmpack6 update to create renders with the details of an ilford plus-x
(hps) or fujichrome fp4 plus emulsion. so, you have the full range of film stocks and emulsions to play with. for example, a wide range of creative effects
can be achieved by using the filmpack6 update together with hp5, xp2, xp3, or hps emulsions. you can also compare the differences between an xp3
emulsion and a genuine xp2 emulsion, thanks to the new emulation presets. the new filmpack6 update also features a set of new presets for fujichrome
velvia 50. and, for users who prefer black and white, the filmpack6 update also adds a new set of digital film stocks, including ilford xp2, xp3, and hps
emulsions. 5ec8ef588b
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